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Our Story 
For more than 25 years, LeadingResponse has focused on helping consumers navigate life’s most 
challenging decisions by connecting them with the nation’s top financial advisors. At the same time, 
we’ve become very astute at helping these financial advisors uncover and recapture missed business 
opportunities, revenue, and profits. 

To date, we have reached, engaged, and motivated over 48 million consumers to take action and seek 

guidance from more than 12,000 financial professionals nationwide. These interactions have generated 
more than 6.4 million appointments, produced more than $117 billion in revenue, and fueled 
sustainable growth for our clients. From this extensive body of work, we have learned that focusing on 
the consumer yields the best experience and overall return on investment [ROI] for our advisor clients.  

Because our attention is centered squarely on driving consumer engagement and action, we are 
students of consumer psychology, buyer behavior, and the consumer journey. Campaign response data 
is our window into the consumer’s world, so we capture, compile, and mine response data every chance 
we get. We use this intelligence to analyze program effectiveness, consult our clients, and enhance our 
marketing solutions.  

In addition to leveraging proprietary response data, we utilize various targeting options and marketing 
channels to reach consumers where they are. We consistently use personalized and targeted direct 
mail, email marketing, social media advertising, paid search, and display advertising to drive consumer 
engagement for our clients. LeadingResponse also proudly boasts both Facebook Marketing Partner 
and Google Partner badges. To our knowledge, we are the only company in our space to offer all of 

these marketing channels. 
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LeadingResponse has over 25 Marketing Consultants dedicated to helping financial advisors accelerate 
and achieve sustainable growth. We believe that success doesn’t come from a one-size-fits-all plan, so 
we invest time upfront to learn about each client’s unique business goals and objectives. While we often 
incorporate proven marketing solutions and multiple marketing channels, we tailor the overarching 
strategy to align with each client’s vision. Our goal is to inspire our financial advisor clients to break free 
from the status quo, pursue excellence, and accomplish their personal mission. 

Florida 
Headquarters 

4805 Independence Parkway, Suite 250 

Tampa, Florida 33534 

Texas 
1701 Legacy Drive, Suite 2010 

Frisco, Texas 75034 

35+ Employees 

70+ Employees 
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Activation Channels And Capabilities 
LeadingResponse activates marketing campaigns using a variety of channels. Because most advisors 
pursue consumers nearing or entering retirement, direct mail and Facebook advertising are the 
preferred marketing vehicles. However, in some situations, we also reach audiences with email, targeted 
display ads, and paid search.  

 

Direct Mail 
LeadingResponse consistently produces 
more than 100 million direct-mail invitations 

each year. Not only do we have our own 
internal print activation capabilities, but we 
also leverage a network of external print 
partners for business continuity, volume 
overflow, and specialty designs. This means 

you can rest easy knowing your advisors are 
supported in virtually any situation. 

Social Media Advertising 
LeadingResponse invests more than $12 million 
annually with Facebook. We have access to third-
party demographic data that allows us to precisely 
target users on the platform. In addition, 
LeadingResponse uses direct mail responders to 
build proprietary lookalike audiences. Finally, 

LeadingResponse is a Facebook Marketing Partner. 
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Direct Mail Marketing 
LeadingResponse uses cutting-edge print technology to capture the attention of your target prospects 
and create engagement. One of the most effective methods for doing this is through the use of 
personalization. Whenever possible, we integrate the recipient’s name into the direct mail design, 
incorporate local landmark images that are likely to be recognized, and we feature extremely relevant 

content for the target audience.  
 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Power of Personalization – A Short Story 
Coca-Cola’s “Share-a-Coke” campaign was launched in 2011. Over the 
next five years, it would become a worldwide sensation and a perfect 
example of how personalization can dramatically impact results. If 

you’re not familiar with the “Share-a-Coke” campaign, Coca-Cola 
removed its iconic logo from its products and instead featured 1,000 of 
the most popular consumer names on its bottles and cans. The results 
were staggering. Coke’s worldwide market share increased by 4%, 
consumption by young adults rose by 7%, and sales in the United States 
improved by 2%, reversing a 10-year decline. 
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Social Media Marketing 
Because of our ability to source quality consumer data, LeadingResponse differentiates itself from all 
other social media marketing companies. We’re so committed to our clients’ success that we made a 

significant investment to append demographic data to more than 5 million direct mail responders. We 
use this proprietary data to build lookalike audiences and as the foundation for many of our campaigns. 
We also have access to individual demographics through our data partners, the same companies that 
power our direct mail targeting. As a Facebook Marketing Partner, we can procure this encrypted 
consumer data and target these consumers exclusively.  

Deliverables: 
• Creative and copywriting services
• Precise audience targeting
• Delivery to social media users on mobile and desktop news feeds
• Campaign monitoring and performance optimization
• Cross-platform ad delivery through Facebook partnerships like

Instagram
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Information, Industry Intelligence, and 
Innovation 
LeadingResponse has an unwavering commitment to innovation and excellence. In fact, we’re on a 

mission to elevate our performance and accelerate our clients’ growth. For this reason, we frequently 
invest in technology, data intelligence, and people, so we can continually improve and evolve marketing 
for the financial services industry. 
 

Success Coaching 
LeadingResponse Marketing Consultants help financial advisors recognize gaps in their prospect 
pipeline, as well as the monetary impact of these missed opportunities. We access our proprietary data 
and market intelligence to develop a marketing strategy that turns these misses into wins. This 
actionable plan is aligned with each advisor’s past experiences, is tailored to his or her unique business 
goals and objectives, as well as personalized to the target audience. 

 
DISCOVER THE LEADINGRESPONSE DIFFERENCE. 

CONSULTATION BASED ON HISTORICAL MARKETING DATA AND ANALYTICS ‐ NOT THEORY. 
 
Our Marketing Consultants work tirelessly to improve our clients’ return on investment, reduce or 
eliminate their risk, and help them achieve consistent and predictable outcomes. We evaluate campaign 

performance using metrics that matter, such as the investment required to produce a qualified lead, 
appointment, and new consumer client. The consulting process continues with post-campaign analysis 
and strategic adjustments as needed. 
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Building a Target Audience 
LeadingResponse can secure mailing lists through rental or purchase via more than 50 third-party data 
compilers, aggregators, and providers. Demographic criteria are determined by each advisor’s goals and 
will correlate with the marketing material and campaign objective. 
 
Demographic criteria include, but are not limited to: 

• Consumers: Data includes age, income, investable assets, investment property owner, 
homeowner/renter, net worth, ethnicity, and many other selects. 

• Business Owner: Target specific industries, years in business, annual sales revenue, employee 
size, etc. 

• Physician/Dentist: Identify the practicing physician and dentist by specialty, private practice or 

hospital base, and year of graduation 
• Insurance Agent Database: License-specific (Life, Health, P&C, Annuity Producers and Life 

Settlements) 
• Registered Representative Database: Data including (Broker-Dealer Type, Exams, AUM, 

Production, Designations, Clearing Firms, Etc.) 
• RIA Database: Contains current data on over 28,000 RIAs, Including the list of Investment Advisor 

Representatives (IARs) affiliated with those RIAs. 
• CPA Directory: a privately managed national database focused on CPA licensed professionals 

 
In addition, LeadingResponse has exclusive and proprietary targeting options for Facebook audience 
creation and targeted display advertising. See Social Media Marketing section for more details. 
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Capturing And Tracking Campaign Results 
LeadingResponse strongly believes that long-term success and increased profit margins are not only 
possible but are probable with the right amount of focus and attention. We optimize marketing 
performance and ROI by analyzing campaign effectiveness and making adjustments along the way.  

The first step is to ensure that the prospect intake process is functional and frictionless. Our response 
data reveals a dramatic improvement in overall lead conversion when giving consumers more than one 

option to interact and engage with marketing campaigns. This is why we encourage advisors to offer 
consumers a choice of responding by either telephone or online. As part of its standard RSVP offering, 
LeadingResponse activates both live-operator call center services and mobile-responsive registration 
landing pages to further increase prospect participation and lead conversion.  

The next step in the process is tracking campaign performance. LeadingResponse’s Prospect Connect 
portal makes it easy for both you and your advisors to track results in real-time, as well as manage 
responders, events, and campaigns. Check out the section Prospect Connect Technology Platform for 
more additional information. 

Finally, advisors can sync responders’ contact information with their CRMs or extract reports directly 

from Prospect Connect. Easy access to this data means they can continue using their existing marketing 
automation and CRM workflows. LeadingResponse Marketing Consultants will discuss results with the 
advisor and determine if any adjustments are required to optimize ROI. 
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Call Center Services 
Using LeadingResponse’s live-operator reservation services to field inbound telephone calls means that 
your advisors don’t need to hire staff or redeploy precious resources to support their marketing efforts. 

It also means that they don’t miss opportunities when prospects simultaneously call because we have an 
entire team of call-center agents on standby, ready to accept reservations or schedule appointments. 
 
LeadingResponse has contracts with a global call center solution. As part of our business continuity plan, 
we have the ability to accept telephone calls in three separate domestic locations and one international 
site. All of these facilities connect directly with our technology network for seamless integration. Our 

primary call center is in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. 
 

Seminar RSVP® 
Our reservation attendants field incoming calls and verify or capture each responder’s contact 
information, gather guest information, and register consumers into the desired event date. Depending 
on the advisor’s preferences and campaign settings, our call-center agents may also collect menu 
selections, ask screening questions, or uncover useful information by asking information-gathering 

questions. Upon completion of each reservation, callers will receive an email confirmation, including 
event details (date, time, place, etc.) and a unique reservation identification number. This identification 
number can be used for expedited lookup if a responder should call back to update or change their 
reservation. Seminar RSVP® can be used to support various event types, such as dinner seminars, 
educational workshops, webinars, and more. 
 

Appointment Scheduling 
Much like Seminar RSVP®, reservation attendants field incoming calls and verify each prospect’s contact 

information. However, instead of scheduling prospects into a group event, call-center agents will access 
the advisor’s appointment calendar and schedule the consumer into an individual appointment. 
Appointment availability is established using a pre-determined schedule that is manually uploaded or via 
calendar integration with Accuity Scheduling. Campaign settings can be toggled on or off to activate Call 
Screening Services and qualify the consumer before an appointment is booked. 

 

Call Screening Services 
Reservation attendants use qualification parameters and call scripting established during the campaign 
set-up to screen callers and confirm that the advisor will be meeting financially qualified prospects. This 
option can be activated for both Seminar RSVP® or Appointment Scheduling services. 
 

Live Operator RSVP Reminder Call Service:  
While we encourage our clients to begin forming relationships with their prospects immediately, we also 
understand that not every advisor has support staff. For this reason, we offer an optional live operator 

reminder call service that can be enabled if the advisor needs or desires our support. 
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Online Reservations Via www.RSVP.org 
High-converting landing pages are a must in today’s fast-paced, on-demand marketplace. Our response 
data shows that some consumers prefer the immediacy and privacy of placing an online registration via 

their mobile phone, tablet, or computer. Depending on the marketing channel, online submissions have 
ranged from 10% - 90% of the total registrations. This is why it’s crucial to include an online registration 
option. 

LeadingResponse performs ongoing analysis of our clients’ landing pages using sophisticated heat-

mapping technology and engagement-monitoring tools. These routine assessments reveal website 
optimizations that consistently improve web-form conversions. In addition to website analysis, 
LeadingResponse made a significant investment to acquire RSVP.org, an extremely credible brand. 
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Prospect Connect Technology Platform 
LeadingResponse provides a centralized, secure, and intuitive website portal for advisors to track and 
manage their results in real-time. As responses come in from various marketing campaigns, channels, 
and registration pathways, this powerful technology system cross-references, appends, and routes data 
to the appropriate places. Prospect Connect lets users view and manage campaign reservations, leads, 
and appointments and is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

With this tool, advisors have an incredible amount of intelligence at their fingertips. Our integrations with 
Zillow, Google, and several data partners allow them to identify high-value opportunities and segment 
their prospects. Dashboards and reports provide snapshots of campaign performance, which helps with 
the optimization of their marketing strategies. Lastly, this system also delivers massive efficiencies for 

support staff and administrative personnel. 
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Better Intelligence Equals Better Results 
Prospect Connect allows users to monitor campaign performance in real-time, quickly access the 
marketing materials used to drive sign-ups, as well as view demographics, real estate values, and a street 
view of each prospect’s home via several data integrations. 
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Operational Efficiencies 
With Prospect Connect, you can preview your upcoming events and appointments with the consolidated 
calendar view, you can use the demographic intelligence to prioritize event seating and communication 
follow-up sequences, and you get access to numerous other functions that will improve operational 
efficiencies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Easily manage your responders and update reservations 
• Add responders and guests 
• Move responders from one event into another 
• Update prospect reservation status to canceled or wait-list 
• Access responses to information-gathering or screening questions 
• View and update Reminder Call status 

• Update menu selections 
• Add notes 

 
Event and roster management functions 

• Manage seating capacities 

• Easily add overflow seminar dates 
• Update the event status 
• Print name tags 
• Track attendance at your events by using mobile check-in 
• Schedule appointments in-platform at your event using mobile tools 
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Whether you decide to confirm event attendance with prospects directly or enable reminder calls 
through LeadingResponse, you can leverage built-in marketing automation workflows for follow-up 
emails and text message reminders. 

Integrations 
Prospect Connect integrates directly with some of the industry’s favorite CRM solutions, such as: 
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Our Solutions At A Glance 
LeadingResponse has developed a robust marketing solutions lineup that helps advisors engage with 
consumers at various stages of the consumer journey. These marketing solutions offer a consistent, 
flexible, and repeatable method for generating results, revenue, and profits for financial advisors.  

Seminar Success® 
LeadingResponse’s flagship program, Seminar Success®, is responsible for marketing more than 
1,000,000 seminar events and generating more than 42 million seminar responders for more than 
11,000 different companies nationwide since 1995.  Seminar Success® has become one of the most 
effective event marketing programs of its kind. 

WebinarConnect 
WebinarConnect combines multi-channel marketing with a robust webinar platform to deliver a 
powerful method for connecting and presenting to consumers online. With options for live, on-demand, 
automated, and evergreen webinar formats, the possibilities for setting up an ongoing client acquisition 

engine are endless. 

AppointmentConnect 
Leveraging targeted direct mail and/or social media advertising, this turnkey program allows you to have 
personal interactions and begin forming relationships with people that do not traditionally frequent 

seminars. The goal of this marketing solution is to help you be selective in the people you target and 
meet and increase the value of your newly acquired clients.   

Attendee and Database Reconnect 
Use your choice of personalized email communication, custom Facebook audiences, targeted display 
advertising, or even personalized direct mail to consistently engage and create action from prospects 

who have not yet become your clients. 
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Direct Digital Dispatch [D3] 
Build trust and credibility by having your brand appear on the likes of CNN, Fox News, The Wall Street 
Journal, New York Times, and more. This revolutionary geo-fencing technology matches consumers’ 
physical mailing addresses with geocoordinates to deliver targeted display ads exclusively to your 
audience. D3 is perfect for promoting your radio or television show, a book, or white paper report, and it 
allows you to maximize reach, frequency, and market awareness. 

Professional Recruiting 
Professionals are people too. Financial firms have successfully recruited advisors to join their 
organizations by using one or all of the previously showcased Marketing Solutions to draw interest and 
engagement. 

The Consumer Journey 
LeadingResponse has developed and refined its Marketing Solutions to align with the various stages of 
the consumer journey. We develop and recommend marketing strategies based on the stage or stages 
for which our advisor clients want to focus their attention. The following infographic shows the 
relationship between the consumer journey and the marketing strategies commonly utilized by financial 
services professionals.  

As consumers advance through their voyage, it’s easy to see that the overall population at each stage 
decreases. This evidence explains why consumer response to dinner seminars and webinars yields the 
most consistent turnouts. Marketing campaigns promoting educational workshops and individual 

appointments may experience increased volatility because fewer people have made their way to this 
buying stage. However, because consumers are further into the decision-making process, client 
conversion ratios may improve. 
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Seminar Success® 
Most consumers are unaware of all the financial challenges they face during retirement, which means 
the vast majority do not seek a relationship with an advisor proactively. In addition, many of these 

consumers view financial advisors as salespeople. Therefore, a significant number of them have anxiety 
about engaging with a complete stranger and revealing intimate information about their dreams, goals, 
and money. Other consumers who have amassed significant retirement assets or who have already 
enlisted a financial professional’s services may want a second opinion review but may be unsure of how 
and whom to engage. 

Seminar events, such as dinner events and educational workshops, offer the perfect environment for 
consumers to feel comfortable and relaxed while they research financial strategies. Not only do these 
group gatherings provide consumers with support from their peers [safety in numbers], but they have 
historically yielded amazingly consistent results for advisors. This is because these events incorporate 
most, or even all, of the Principles of Persuasion detailed by Dr. Robert Cialdini in his best-selling book, 

“Influence. The Psychology of Persuasion.” 

Well-written, emotional marketing content creates awareness of potential financial shortcomings in the 
consumers’ retirement plan, or it draws attention to economic factors that the consumer has not yet 
considered. This marketing copy acts as the catalyst to drive consumer engagement and event 

registrations. 

Deliverables: 
• Best practices consulting

• Creative services
• Copywriting and content development
• Targeted mailing list from 3rd party
• Direct mail invitations [various styles available]
• Seminar RSVP®

• RSVP.org registration landing page

• Reminder calls [optional]
• Prospect Connect event management platform
• Real-time campaign tracking
• Zillow integration and responder demographics
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• 
• 

National Partnership With Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse 
Advisors can now save thousands of dollars through LeadingResponse’s national partnership with 

Fleming’s Prime Steakhouse & Wine Bar. 

Benefits: 
• Average savings of $20 per plate
• Exclusive menu option
• Flexible minimums
• Up-to-date restaurant availability
• Venue booking done for you

• Permission to use Fleming’s logo and assets
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Venue Database And Historical Data 
LeadingResponse has compiled a database of more than 10,000 venues that have previously been used 
to host restaurant seminars and educational workshops. We consistently add new locations to the 
database, and we track historical response rates for each specific location. This gives us the ability to 

assess global response trends but drill down to a local level for our clients. 
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WebinarConnect 
Much like live seminars and educational workshops, webinar events provide consumers with a non-
threatening, safe environment where they can learn. For advisors, webinars create an efficient method 
for engaging high-net-worth consumers. These online presentations can be delivered live by the host, or 
they can be pre-recorded and delivered via automation. 

LeadingResponse has streamlined the webinar set-up process by partnering with several different 

webinar providers. Our mantra is: We make it easy for you. Just give us your dates and times, and we’ll 
take care of the rest. The WebinarConnect platform boasts an impressive feature lineup, including a 
download-free user experience, the ability to present live, in-platform engagement tools such as polls, 
chat, Q&A, downloads, handouts and more, and the ability to pre-record a presentation and automate 
the entire webinar. Automation and replay capabilities save time and allow advisors to maximize 

productivity. 

Deliverables: 
• Best practices consulting
• Webinar set-up, including video recording, presentation file uploads, automation, and more

• In-platform consumer engagement tools, such as polls, downloads, handouts, chat, and
question and answer modules

• Presenter controls allow the host to customize settings
• Creative services, copywriting, and content development
• Audience targeting and marketing activation through direct mail, social media, and/or email
• Consumer registrations via Seminar RSVP® and RSVP.org landing pages

• Reminder calls [optional], email and text message reminders
• Prospect Connect platform
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AppointmentConnect 
Meeting individually with an advisor appeals to consumers who are either deep into the consumer 
journey or those who prefer to seek help in a more personal, private, and confidential manner. Advisors 
using AppointmentConnect can elevate response to the program by offering consumers the choice of a 
phone call, virtual meeting, office visit, or restaurant engagement. 

Deliverables: 
• Best practices consulting
• Creative services, copywriting, and content development
• Audience targeting and marketing activation through direct mail and/or social media
• Consumer registrations via call center services and RSVP.org landing pages
• Accuity Scheduling account and integration [optional]

• Prospect Connect platform

Restaurant Engagement 

Office Visit Phone Conversation 

Virtual Meeting 
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Direct Digital Dispatch 
This revolutionary technology allows us to match physical mailing addresses with real estate records and 
property boundaries and then deploy display ads to only those households.  This means you can 
precisely target who sees ads about you, your brand, radio show, television show, website, and more. 
Because this geofencing technology uses a list, it does not rely on retargeting technologies, such as 
cookies or IP tracking, and it doesn’t require the consumer to do anything as a prerequisite to receive 

ads. This affordable digital marketing strategy allows advisors to deliver hundreds of thousands or even 
millions of ad impressions so they can build trust and credibility with their ideal prospects and clients. 

Deliverables: 
• List acquisition or rental
• Data management and matching process
• Creative services for various ad dimensions
• Targeted data list with digital address matching
• Real-time ad buys



Your LeadingResponse Contact: 

Scott Kasprzyk 
Business Development Manager 
Direct: 813-885-8236
Email: Scottk@leadingresponse.com

4805 Indepence Parkway, Suite 250
Tampa, FL 33634
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